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FENSAP-ICE 23R1 Highlights

Screen Icing Model
‐ New formulation to account for total pressure losses across wire mesh screens 

e.g., Engine FODs

‐ Allow 100% local blockage ratios and capture flow redirection to 
uncontaminated parts of screens

‐ Improved accuracy in pressure reduction and LWC catch by screens

‐ Improved air and droplet flow solver convergence rates

‐ Extended support for Multi-shot icing simulations

Ice Crystal Icing (ICI) model (beta)
‐ Ice accumulation due to high-altitude ice crystals melting in warm engine 

passages

‐ Assess engine flame-out risk in FAR 33 App. D conditions

‐ Multi-layer porous ice model with water saturation (slush)

‐ Designed to help discover “steady ice accumulation” vs “frequent shedding” 
(no-ice) in the Low-Pressure Compressor (LPC)

‐ Extended support for Multi-shot icing simulations

Multishot Icing and CHT3D:
‐ Improved robustness and speed for unsteady de-icing CHT simulations

‐ Robust HTC extraction implementation for steady state anti-icing CHT 
simulations

‐ Improvements in automatic remeshing for Multi-shot icing simulations

Ice crystal Icing inside engines

Icing and variable blockage increase of Screen Icing with Multi-shot
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Fluent Icing 23R1 Highlights

Multiphysics Parametric Exploration
‐ Import CSV to run in sequence multiple simulation points by varying 

case files, airflow, particle and icing conditions, solver settings, etc.
‐ Ability to rapidly prepare a large matrix of cases to do What If studies, 

sensitivity analysis, build custom design of experiments etc.

Natural Ice Shedding on Rotating Components
‐ Ice cracking and shedding due to centrifugal forces on engine fan 

blades and propellers (same capability as in FENSAP-ICE)

Post-processing enhancements
‐ Side-by-side case comparison, difference fields, periodic instances, line 

integral convolution etc.

Discrete Phase Model (DPM) (beta)
‐ Fluent DPM (with Lagrangian tracking) integrated in Fluent Icing
‐ Custom particle drag and break-up models with UDFs
‐ Currently supporting droplets without rebound

Anti-Icing CHT (beta)
‐ Steady state simulations of electro-thermal and hot air anti-icing 

systems
‐ Simplified workflow with multi-factor speed-up compared to FENSAP-

ICE
‐ Restart wet-air simulations directly from dry-air Fluent CHT solution

Multi-shot Icing with DPM

Fluent Icing CHT

Parametric Exploration

New Fluent Icing Tutorials
❖ Icing parametric runs 

❖ Steady state Anti-icing CHT (beta)
❖ Droplet Impingement on Complete Aircraft
❖ Splashing & Bouncing by Post-Processing

❖ Ice Accretion at High Speed
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Please see release notes for full details and a complete list of all enhancements 
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